
Sail with confidence
Melvyn Cooper teaches many different sailing abilities, focusing on specific 
techniques, raising sailing skills to a high standard, thereby building confidence. 
He assesses levels of experience and confidence as well as identifying areas for 
development. He will help you to get to know your boat, enabling you to relax and 
enjoy your sailing with confidence. 

Melvyn Cooper Sailing is passionate about giving you more confidence on the 
water by improving your dinghy sailing. Our practical approach focuses on one-
to-one training in your own boat, teaching hands-on skills and techniques. 
Melvyn is a fully qualified RYA Dinghy Sailing Instructor. Melvyn Cooper Sailing’s 
flexible training is designed for dinghy sailors wishing to consolidate and build on 
their existing skills and broaden their knowledge.
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Flexible and convenient coaching
Our teaching philosophy focuses on a series of individual sessions, timetabled 
to accommodate the sailor’s own availability. The sessions are designed to be 
undertaken at the sailor’s own pace. Topics covered include Rigging, Launch 
and Recovery Techniques, Upwind and Tacking Skills, and Implementing the Five 
Essentials.

Melvyn Cooper Sailing caters for a wide range of clients from individuals, couples, 
sailing partners, or families looking for a comprehensive service to get on the 
water with their boat. He is based predominantly in Chichester Harbour but can 
travel elsewhere, particularly in the south of England, as required.

Melvyn can help you get to know your new boat in just one day – to improve your 
skills and get on the water with confidence, visit www.melvyncoopersailing.com, 
or call Melvyn Cooper Sailing on 01243 370884.

“We had a good couple of hours out in 
Chichester Harbour on the Saturday morning, 
consolidating what we had learned with you 
during the week. We were both much more 
relaxed and confident than previously which 
was wonderful.”

Libi & Philip, RS Vision
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